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Seraph of the End, Vol. 21
Mika and Yuichiro are finally reunited! With Mika on the brink of death, Yui offers his blood to save his friend’s life—which
turns Mika into a full-fledged vampire! Meanwhile, the captured Guren is attempting to lead the vampires into a trap set by
Kureto, who plans to end this battle once and for all using the Seraph of the End! All groups descend on Nagoya Airport for
an all-out war! -- VIZ Media

Phoenix, Vol. 3
In a post-apocalyptic world of vampires vs. humans, Yuichiro brings vengeance upon his vampire overlords! After trumpets
of the apocalypse proclaim the fall of humanity, vampires arise from the shadows to rule the earth. Yuichiro wants just one
thing—to get revenge by killing each and every vampire. The Hyakuya Sect descends on the Demon Army as the First
Progenitor, Sika Madu, takes over Shinoa's mind and body. Leading the invasion is none other than Second Progenitor Rígr
Stafford, and he's after Yuichiro, who is once again on the run with Mika. Meanwhile, Guren and Mahiru enact their longawaited plan, allowing the second demon inside Guren, Noya, to possess him. It's an all-out war between vampires, humans
and demons!

Our Dining Table
A curated collection of eight short stories and graphic essays by famed manga author Naoki Urasawa, creator of the
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acclaimed series Monster and 20th Century Boys! Urasawa's characters confront fantastical elements ranging from psychic
powers, to alien visitors to planet Earth, to attacks by giant monsters. On the flip side, the author philosophizes about his
real-world experiences with the wild and wacky international music scene. Plus, a classic, funny animal tale, in Urasawa's
inimitable style!

Seraph of the End
The attack on Nagoya begins! The Japanese Imperial Demon Army descends on the vampire nobles, aiming to exterminate
them completely. Three squads are assigned to take down each of eight nobles. Because they are undermanned in
comparison, Shinoa and Narumi squads will have to work together seamlessly to take down their one noble. But lurking
amongst the nobles is Crowley Eusford, a formidable vampire eager to drink dry his would-be vanquishers. -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 6
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Born in Beirut and raised in London, Mika made an international splash in '07 with his
heavily downloaded single "Grace Kelly." This 13-song debut includes that hit and: Billy Brown * Erase * Lollipop * Love
Today * Relax (Take It Easy) * Stuck in the Middle * and more, plus pages of color photos.

Attack on Titan: Lost Girls
Rokuro’s Spiritual Guardian appears to be someone it can’t possibly be. Then, despite warnings, Guardian Shimon recruits
the Twin Stars to help him rescue a young exorcist in training. But why does Seigen add his daughter, newbie exorcist
Mayura, to their team? -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End: Guren Ichinose, Resurrection at Nineteen
Now that Ferid’s been rescued, Yuichiro and the gang regroup at Guren’s childhood home. There, Guren reveals a terrible
secret—the angel that was summoned with the original apocalypse is trapped inside, and Yuichiro and his friends must work
together to defeat it! Meanwhile, Krul is taken to Second Progenitor Urd Geales, the current leader of the vampires. While
there, she reveals some old secrets of her own -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 3
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Yuichiro survives the trial to acquire Cursed Gear—demon-possessed weaponry that is humanity’s only hope for combating
the vampire scourge. But times are dangerous, and instead of getting to celebrate his newfound power, Yuichiro and his
friends are given their first mission: head to Shinjuku and investigate vampire activity. Unbeknownst to Yuichiro, Mika, his
best friend and now a vampire, is headed for the same place. -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End
After a fierce battle with Angel Levi, Maria travels to another world, and the secret of 7thGARDEN is fully revealed. Can this
realm of gnomes, angels and demons solve humanity’s problems? Or is it just a game board for powerful elites to exploit
everyone else? Either way, why are the most tragic historical events being reenacted there? Will we never learn from
history? -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 9
A vampire attack reunites childhood friends Yuichiro and Mika, though they now face each other from opposing sides of the
battlefield. Mika begs Yuichiro to forget about the conflict between humans and vampires and escape with him, but Yuichiro
is unable to abandon his new friends. Then, everything changes when Yuichiro suddenly transforms into a monstrous being
with one seraphic wing! -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 5
Ferid successfully coerces Shinoa Squad and Mika into joining him and Crowley on a field trip to Osaka. According to Ferid,
the purpose of the trip is to see the truth behind the Calamity that ended the world—ground zero of the apocalypse. But not
all is as it seems, as vampire nobles from across the world are also converging on Osaka. -- VIZ Media

Fairy Tail 51
BOYS’ LOVE COOKED TO PERFECTION Eating around other people is a struggle for salaryman Yutaka, despite his talent for
cooking. All that changes when he meets Minoru and Tane—two brothers, many years apart in age—who ask him to teach
them how to make his delicious food! It’s not long before Yutaka finds himself falling hard for the meals they share
together—and falling in love!

Moribito: Guardian of the Spirit
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Balsa was a wanderer and warrior for hire. Then she rescued a boy flung into a raging river -- and at that moment, her
destiny changed. Now Balsa must protect the boy -- the Prince Chagum -- on his quest to deliver the great egg of the water
spirit to its source in the sea. As they travel across the land of Yogo and discover the truth about the spirit, they find
themselves hunted by two deadly enemies: the egg-eating monster Rarunga . . . and the prince's own father.

Seraph of the End, Vol. 7
After trumpets of the apocalypse proclaim the fall of humanity, vampires arise from the shadows to rule the earth. Yuichiro
wants just one thing—to get revenge by killing each and every vampire. Yuichiro’s dream is near-impossible, given that
vampires are seven times stronger than humans, and the only way to kill them is by mastering Cursed Gear, advanced
demon-possessed weaponry. Not to mention that humanity’s most elite Vampire Extermination Unit, the Moon Demon
Company, wants nothing to do with Yuichiro unless he can prove he’s willing to work in a team—which is the last thing he
wants! -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 8
In this dark, moody love story, college student Kusunoki decides to sell off the next thirty years of his life at a mysterious
shop in exchange for money-and maybe a chance to find something worth living for.

Seraph of the End, Vol. 14
From the popular Seraph of the End series comes the latest prequel of the light novels! Three years after the events of
Seraph of the End: Catastrophe at Sixteen Guren Ichinose has sinned. He broke the taboo on human resurrection. He tried
to bring back his fallen friends and family with the Seraph of the End experiment. Now humanity once again faces
destruction. The only survivors are demons and children. With the human population less than a tenth of what it was,
monsters multiply across the earth and vampires hunt humans as prey. But the humans that remain cling on to the hope
that the world will be restored. Keeping the knowledge of his crime to himself, Guren Ichinose must take a step forward
once more.

Fangirl, Vol. 1
Three months have passed since the invasion in Nagoya, and Yuichiro, Mika and Shinoa Squad are all on the run from both
the vampires and the humans! Just as they resolve to ask Krul Tepes for help, Ferid Bathory and Crowley Eusford intercept
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them with a suspicious proposal to become the group’s new best friends, bringing with them a special hostage for good
measure and the secret of the true purpose of the Seraph of the End project. -- VIZ Media

Toradora!
WHAT NO ONE KNEW… That day, Annie Leonhart woke up in the barracks. It was the morning of her day off. The feeling of
freedom doesn’t last long, for tomorrow holds her biggest mission yet: During the 57th Expedition Outside the Walls, seize
Eren Yaeger.

Japan Sinks
The only thing standing between humans and complete slavery to vampires is their tenacity and Cursed Gear. Yuichiro has
the first in droves, but to increase the amount of power he can draw from the demon inside his cursed sword, he enters a
coma-like state to thin the barrier between human and demon. His power boost can come none too soon as the vampire
queen reveals her plans to annihilate the human resistance. -- VIZ Media

Spy x Family, Vol. 1
Cath doesn’t need friends IRL. She has her twin sister, Wren, and she’s a popular fanfic writer in the Simon Snow
community with thousands of fans online. But now that she’s in college, Cath is completely outside of her comfort zone.
There are suddenly all these new people in her life. She’s got a surly roommate with a charming boyfriend, a writing
professor who thinks fanfiction is the end of the civilized world, a handsome new writing partner And she’s barely heard
from Wren all semester! -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End
The attack on Nagoya continues! The Japanese Imperial Demon Army descends on the vampire nobles, aiming to
exterminate them completely. The nobles fall one by one until vampire Crowley Eusford takes twenty human hostages. He
aims to lure Guren out and capture him for information. Can Guren, Shinoa and Narumi squads work together to rescue the
hostages and defeat Crowley and his minions? -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 20
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Guts, the feared Black Swordsman, finishes his desperate battle with the monstrous Count, cutting and blasting him to gory
scraps when the presence of the Count's daughter makes the monster hesitate. But Guts won't even have the time to clean
his gigantic sword when the Count's dying pleas activate the Behelit, summoning the five God Hands, demon lords of
immeasurable power. Guts' journey so far has been a long road of pain and death, but that's a walk in the park compared to
fighting his way out of Hell itself!

Seraph of the End, Vol. 18
The battle to save Ferid and Krul Tepes from Ky Luc and the vampires begins in full force, but it's not going to be easy. Ky
Luc is a Fifth Progenitor and it’ll take a lot of coordination and teamwork to take him down. But Shinoa Squad and Guren
have a plan—use the Seraph inside Yuichiro to overwhelm the vampire! But can Yuichiro keep himself in control of it long
enough to defeat Ky Luc?! -- VIZ Media

Berserk Volume 3
Three years after the events of Seraph of the End: Catastrophe at Sixteen Guren Ichinose has sinned. He broke the taboo on
human resurrection. He tried to bring back his fallen friends and family with the Seraph of the End experiment. Now
humanity once again faces destruction. The only survivors are demons and children. With the human population less than a
tenth of what it was, monsters multiply across the earth and vampires hunt humans as prey. But the humans that remain
cling on to the hope that the world will be restored. Keeping the knowledge of his crime to himself, Guren Ichinose must
take a step forward once more.

Domestic Girlfriend 23
黒魔術教団の“浄化作戦”を阻止せよ!ナツ、ハッピー、ルーシィは、グレイ&エルザと敵陣へ!再び集う妖精たち。復活なるか!?

Sneeze: Naoki Urasawa Story Collection
"A chillingly realistic work of science fiction." ― The New York Times. After dropping anchor for the night near a small island
to the south of Japan, a crew of fishermen awaken to find that the island has vanished without a trace. An investigating
scientist theorizes that the tiny island has succumbed to the same force that divided the Japanese archipelago from the
mainland ― and that the disastrous shifting of a fault in the Japan Trench has placed the entire country in danger of being
swallowed by the sea. Based on rigorous scientific speculation, Japan Sinks recounts a completely credible series of
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geological events. The story unfolds from multiple points of view, offering fascinating perspectives on the catastrophe's
political, social, and psychological effects. Winner of the Mystery Writers of Japan Award and the Seiun Award, this prescient
1973 science-fiction novel foreshadowed the consequences of the 1995 Osaka-Kobe earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake and tsunami.

Seraph of the End: Guren Ichinose, Resurrection at Nineteen, Volume 2
This third volume of Osamu Tezuka's acclaimed Phoenix saga contains two self-contained stories, one set in Japan's
turbulent past, the other in the far-flung future. Yamato is a bloody Shakespearean morality play, where betrayal heaps
upon betrayal. Space is a trip into outer and inner space featuring some of Tezuka's most innovative layouts ever. -- VIZ
Media

Seraph of the End
In a post-apocalyptic world of vampires vs. humans, Yuichiro brings vengeance upon his vampire overlords! After trumpets
of the apocalypse proclaim the fall of humanity, vampires arise from the shadows to rule the earth. Yuichiro wants just one
thing—to get revenge by killing each and every vampire. Guren catches up to Yuichiro's captors, but does nothing to save
Yuichiro from the Hyakuya Sect’s clutches. Suddenly, Mahiru appears and attacks Mika! Meanwhile, Noya, the other demon
inside Guren, stands and watches the situation unfold Despite Guren's apparent betrayal, Yuichiro still has trust in him, but
will Yuichiro decide to run away and escape with Mika once and for all?!

Seraph of the End, Vol. 15
With Ferid and Krul undergoing exposure torture, the only one left who can help Yuichiro and his friends is Guren! But Guren
has secrets of his own that he’s willing to hurt his friends to protect. Meanwhile, Kureto wages war in Shibuya against his
father in a coup d’état. Will he be able to defeat his father and take over the Demon Army, or will this move spell his own
demise? -- VIZ Media

Twin Star Exorcists, Vol. 7
Ferid Bathory and Krul Tepes have been captured by the other vampire nobles and the members of Shinoa Squad are
forced to bide their time while the two vampires are sentenced to days of exposure torture. And what better place to wait
than in Ferid’s own mansion in Osaka? Meanwhile, the Demon Army is gearing up for a coup in Shibuya, but Guren has a
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plan of his own that involves Yuichiro. -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End
Shinoa fights for her life at the Demon Army headquarters where the First Progenitor, Shikama Doji, is trying to possess her.
Ferid’s solution to the problem? Kill her before she’s turned and possessed. With all of the pieces in place and the First’s
resurrection all but complete, the vampires and the Hyakuya Sect both converge on Shibuya. Meanwhile, trapped in his own
mind with Asuramaru, Yuichiro’s missing past is finally revealed to him. -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 1
The beginning of the Battle Tendency Arc! The Joestar family is called upon to do battle against evil again! This time, it’s
Joseph Joestar, the grandson of Jonathan Joestar! And his enemies are more powerful and diabolical than ever! Behold! The
terror of the Pillar Men! -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 2
Now that Yuichiro has earned his place in the Japanese Imperial Demon Army, he prepares to undergo a fiendish test to
acquire the most powerful and deadly of humanity’s weapons against vampires—Black Demon Series Cursed Gear.
Meanwhile, the vampire nobility welcome a new member—Mika, the best friend Yuichiro thinks died in their escape but who
has his own bitter story of survival. -- VIZ Media

Three Days of Happiness
Yuichiro and his friends head back to the Demon Army to prepare for the final battle. At the base, Kureto struggles to stave
off Shikama Doji from controlling his body. But things quickly begin to fall apart when Shikama Doji also tries to take over
Shinoa and Yuichiro! Will they be able to stop the possession? Or will they lose their bodies to the first progenitor? -- VIZ
Media

7thGARDEN
Ryuji Takasu has learned the hard way that appearances can be deceiving. Despite his inwardly sweet personality, his
unintentionally sharp gaze and aggressive features give him the air of a delinquent thug, putting his chances at making
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friends, let alone a girlfriend, next to zero. It's Ryuji's first day in junior high school and it seems as if things are looking up.
He gets to sit in between his only friend, Yusaku, and, more importantly, the girl he's secretly crushing on, Minori Kushieda.
But just when he thinks the stars are aligned in his favor, he unwittingly crosses the most feared girl in school, Taiga Aisaku,
making her onto his arch enemy. To top it off, Taiga has moved in right next door to Ryuji and happens to be Minori's best
friend! Can this school year possibly get any worse?!

Seraph of the End
Yuichiro has no memory of his terrifying but temporary transformation into a one-winged monster during the battle for
Shinjuku. The widely feared leaders of the Japanese Imperial Demon Army, however, take note of his squad’s unusual
talent. Despite the unwanted attention, Yuichiro’s resolve to save Mika from the vampires crystallizes as his real training in
demon possession and manifestation begins. -- VIZ Media

Seraph of the End, Vol. 4
Not one to depend on others, Twilight has his work cut out for him procuring both a wife and a child for his mission to
infiltrate an elite private school. What he doesn’t know is that the wife he’s chosen is an assassin and the child he’s adopted
is a telepath! -- VIZ Media

JoJo's Bizarre Adventure: Part 2--Battle Tendency
After Rui suddenly breaks up with him, Natsuo, still unable to accept reality, runs into an enigmatic woman. "Hey, why don't
the two of us slip out of here?" A sudden breakup, and just as suddenly, a new encounter, as Natsuo begins to walk a new
forbidden path!

Seraph of the End, Vol. 19
After losing his mind to Asuramaru’s power in his attempt to save Guren, Yuichiro goes unconscious and is stolen away by
Mika. When Yuichiro finally wakes up, he learns that Mika is dying from lack of human blood. Yuichiro offers Mika the choice
to drink his blood and become a full vampire, but Mika has something very important to tell Yuichiro about the Seraph of
the End project that could change his life. -- VIZ Media

Mika - Life in Cartoon Motion (Songbook)
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Thanks to intelligence acquired by the upper echelons of the Japanese Imperial Demon Army, the human resistance knows
that vampire nobles are massing in Nagoya prior to an attack on the human stronghold of Tokyo in one month’s time.
Yuichiro’s squad joins a secret mission to exterminate them, but the Moon Demon Company is very unimpressed with their
lack of polish. Can these rookies prove their worth in real combat? -- VIZ Media
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